
The destiny of popular art as wcll as of 

popular culture in its whole, there wherc 

it still holds aut at this end of the 20th 

century, is one of the main concerns of 

contemporary world and spirituality. Spe

cial problems appear with more and more 

precision, in which the centre of the atten

tion consists nat in "saving" the popular 

art, but in its integration in the context 

of modern life. The entire present discus

sion of the so-called "reconsideration" 

of folklore and of popular art, all the 

fiery taking up of positions have in fact 

their starting point in the evident expan

sion of the folkloric phenomenon and in 

the successive transfiguration of different 

themes of the plastic popular art and of 

the folklore within the culture callt.d 
"major" or "professional". \X'e must nat 

forget that in historical perspective the 

evolution of art in the three first quarters 

of the 20th century will be undoubtedly 

marked by the impetuous irruption of 

popular arts tao, at the beginning under 

the forms of extra-European exotism, 

later on by the imposing of autochthonous 

folklore sources. The discovery of the 

negro sculpture, of the fabulous Polinesian 

hue, of the pre-Columbian artistic cultu

res have fascinated the artistic knowledge 
at the enJ of the 19th century and at the 
beginning of the 20th and then, about 

the middlc of our century. esrecially ar 

present the African, Asiatic, Latino-Ame

rican artistic valencies are fecundating the 

very creation of those continents, giving 

them powerful particular notes in the 

cnsemble of universal art. The turning 

back, in a new manner, to its own sources 

of art manifested in the European frame 

tao, the connection with the historical 

tradition of popular art putting an undu

bitable stamp an a part of the numerous 

present orientations. For Romanian mo

dern and contemporary art such stamp 

îs particularly strong. This phenomenon 

is nat specific only for the plastic arts, 

but alsa for music and dancing, the so

called "pop" trends illustrating just this 

NEW TRENDS IN THE \VOODEN 
ANO STONE POPULAR SCULPTUl~E 

OF CENTRAL MOLDAVIA 

recent evolution, with inherent shiftings 

of senses and forms of course. Certainly 

we cannot superrose exactly the pheno

mena from all the regions of the Globc, 

as history itself is different, the same as 

social-economic conditions are diffcrent, 

b~1t it seems to us that the sense of thc 

e,·olutive process is the same in its funda

mental lines: a turning back towarJs the 

sources of rorular life and at the same 

time a penetration of the values of this 

life into the contemporary art worlJ. 

Bur it does not mean cnsuring the conti
nuation of phenomena JoomeJ to Jisappear 
as a consequence of their obsolete ohjec

ti,·e-social function, nor corying them 

sla,·ishly either launching them purely 

and simply into the modern life course. 

ln other worJs the discussion Joes not 

go about a fa ithful reconstitution, of an 

archaeological type, but on the amhi

valence of the phenomenon, on a circula

tion in both senses, gi,·ing an essentialh

Jynamic character to the ample. complex 

process of transformation. 
Such transformation is also e,·ident in 

Romania and refers to the totality of 

plastic popular arts. Porular architecturc 

changes primarily as a consequence of the 

passing from wooden architecture, of a 

millenary past, to brick and stone archi

tecture; the popular costume is transform-

Paul Petn.1sc1t 
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Fig. I . - Old wooden gate adorned with geome
trica[ no tches Berzun~ vi ll age (Photo Pau l 
Petrescu) 
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Fig. 2. - Hera ld ic Eagle o n wooden gate -
Caşin va ll ey (Photo Pau l Petrescu) 

ed, by generall y leaving the traditio nal 
white with embroidered o r woven appli
ances national costume, while urban cloth
ing of an international character is adopted ; 
the production of traditional centres 
of ceramics is diminishing and cven the 
number of such centres is decreas ing; 
trades are disappeari.ng i.n turns, by becom
ing ou t of use or because of the strong 
competition of industrial production. In 
the main, there, in the massive industrial 
production one finds the explanation of 
the mentioned transformations. Industria
lization and urbanization, corollary of 
this giant eminently modern process, are 
the two levers of the profound changes 
of social order. W e must not forget , 
for Romani.a , that while in 1970 about 
55 % of the population was living in the 

n1 ral m €di1,1 m , in 1990 th (a rllral populat ian 

will represent but 15 - 20 %. There is the 
direction and rh ythm of mod ifications 
in a country engaged at present in one of 
the most ac tive processes of industriali
za tion, at a yearl y rhythm of 15 %, onc 
of the highest over the world. 

In the classical studies of popu lar art 
as well as in most of ethnographical ones, 
the transformat ion s and n ew elements of 
the popular plastic creation were too 
seldom under the attention of the resear
chers who were attracted rather by the 
archaic aspects of the popular culture 
in general. There is nothing unnatural 
in this, but in the last time it seems to 
us that the interest of studying the tradi
tional elements correlated with the new 
ones enriches with new senses, tackled 
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Fig. 3. - olar symbols and fish image on a gacc 
from 1930 Hclegiu village (Phoco Paul Petrescu) 

from different angles than those of rhe 
traditional ethnography, chat a re tho e 
of the ociology of taste, of the ae rhetic 
opinion current . A very few of such 
tudies were macle in our country, among 

which a remarkable one can be men
tioned *. Such a tackling im pi ies of cour e 
a new methodology too , bur the new 
plastic ropular creation can also be studied 
from the known positions of popular 
art history. lt is what we are trying to 
do in the e pages, referring only to a 
single one of the so manifold fielJ of the 
Romanian popular art, that is the wooden 
and stone popular sculpture, as it cou ld 
recently be registered in the field (1972) 
in one of the !ea t investigated ethno
graphic areas of central MolJavia. 

More preci ely, we are referring to 
the Bacău counry, a region of nora ble 
area, lyi ng on both banks of the river 
Siret, propped rowards \Vest on the 
mountainou range of the Eastern ar
pathians. ut of a poor :one, lacking 
industry, having in the past a s ingle town , 
it turncd in the last quarter of a c ntury 
into a strongly indu rrialized region , where 
appeared onc of the biggest anJ mo ·t 
modern r etroc hemical platforms of rhe 
co untry anJ where four new urban centre 
Jevelored, one of chem, rhe town of 
Chcorghc Cheorghiu -Dej being crea ted 
our of nothing anJ reaching ar pre nr a 
po pulation of 40 OOO inhabitants. Olwi
ou ly imprcss ive changes occurred in such 
a region i'.1 the w,1y of life of the inhabi
rants, Jrawing the disappearance of tra
dirional art and ropular architecrure a ·pecrs, 
bJt also rhe appearance of new ones, 
so metimes unex pected in the perspe tive 

• l0:111:1 icolau, Ci1e1•<1 obse11•aţii arnprn g11s t11/11 i. 

O w,d,er,i i11 se1r11I V, 1rea, in Ana, 1972, no. 12, p . 13 . 

Fi g. 4. 11 :ind, so lar rosecce and anthropomor• 
phous Sun on the same gate Helegiu vi ll age 
(Photo Paul Petresc u) 207 
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Fig. 5. - New gate pillar with the images of a 

fir-tree and of a bear - Berunt village (Phoro Paul 

Petrescu) 

of the understanding of the traditional 
popular art, which seems to us as extre
mely significant for the understanding of 
the new problems arosen by the dynamics 
of the contemporary Romanian popular 
plastic creation. 

Wooden sculpture. Alike m:my other 
afforested regions of Rom:mia we also 
find ourselves in central Moldavia în 
front of a special skill and understanding 
in wooden work by pcople living in the 
middle or in the surroundings of hugc 
forest of yore, quite vast even at present. 
Firtree forests in the mountainous parts 
of the region , like oaken- and beach ones 
in the Sub-Carpathian depressions and în 
the hills have been and still are the main 
source of raw material , rlentiful and of 
good quality, for house building - espe, 
cially in the past, but for making all sorts 
of objects too, beginning with furniture 
until the most various uses. The natives 
know how to work wood în different 
technics, they know to apply remarkable 
artistic qualities and it keeps nor only 
for the o ld time h~1t and 1.ti ll nwr(' , W (' 

could say, for the present, because în 8Jcău 

region the woodcn sculpture art is not 
only st il! alive - a formula which could 
let presume the idea of just a survival , 
but which îs continuously developing 
în new forms. lt puts very interesting 
problems related to the actual ity of this 
art and to the modaliries of popularizing 
one or other form or ornaments, arising 
the question of fashion and taste currents 
în the rural medium. Indeed, în few 
regions of our country can be found 
such a powerful contemporary flourishing 
of wooden art for the most various 
objects, bur above all for big "objects" 

Fig. 6. - \Vooden gare from 1948 - Di\rmăneşti 

village (Phoro Paul Petrescu) 
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Fig. 7. Wooden gate from 196 1 Berz unţ vi l-

lage (Photo Paul Petrescu) 

belonging to architecture and to what 
could be na med the surround ing art of 
the Moldavian village, that is those 
"objects" populatmg the big space of the 
streets and yards, some of them be ing 
s ingular appearances in the Romanian 
popular art, worthy then to be evoked if 
only summarly in the present lines. 

A simple look along the streets of 
many central Moldavian villages suffices 
to notice that the people of the place 
know howto work wonderfully big objects 
as houses, stables, sheds, gates , wells 
and know especially how to compose 
them in vast architectural ensembles of 
an undeniable harmony. Many times , 
walking through Central Moldavia villages , 
I was delighted look ing at the well pro
portio ned volumes of the roofs of d iffer
ent constructions, linked with o ne another 
in an o rdered success io n , creating lighted 
planes and shad y depths in a rhythm 
showing the quietness and calm, the mea
sure and well-balanced force , charac ter
istic features of the Romanian popular 
art and mo re broadly of the Ro manian 
peasant spirit. In so many vi llages on the 
va lleys of the ri ve r Caşi n , O ituz, Trotuş 
as well as in those below the peaks of 
Berzunţ and Petricica, the streets are go ing 
along like a stringing alternat ing with the 
ve rtical accents of the gates and with the 
ho ri zontal lo ng stripes of the fences 
immediately suppo rted by the vo lumes of 
the houses withdrawn in the space of the 
yard. M any of these big o bjec ts are bear
ing also the signs of a still mo re fini ca! 
inclination to adornment, which can be 
observed when stopping more attentively , 
and are following the admiration given 
by the composition of wooden vo lumes. 

After thi s lo nger stopping occasioned 
by architecture as a who le we ente r the 

Fig. 8 . - New wooden gace with geomet ri ca! 

ad o rnment - Berzunţ vi llage (Photo Paul Petrescu) 209 
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Fig. 9. - Small wooden gate - Caşin va lley 

(Photo Pau l Petrescu) 

beloved and so specific of the Romanian 
popular art, that of wooden notches and 
sculpture. And the mast impressive 
"object" and mast important as dimensions 
at the sa me time is the Bacău peasant gate, 
which can in all ho no ur be placed near 
to the other three famous fa mii ies of 
Romanian gates carved in wood from 
the regions of Gorj, Ci uc and Maramureş. 
But unlike those zones where the gates 
form particular vestiges of the past , as 
in Gorj district where the magnificent o ld 
oaken have almost disappeared, in the 
Bacău county they are in full matur ity, 
we ca n follow their life by gcne rations . 
At present is flouri shing a well developed 
one but we ca n also clea rl y distinguish 
the futu re goi ng to a near end. Just thi s 
poss ibility of d iscerning the histo ry of the 
local gates makes a characteristic note of 
Bacă u county. At the same time, a li ke in 
the architecture field , one can register 
in the wooden art of gates the d ifferences 
from a zone to an o ther, from a va lley to 
an other. Thus, while in thc! depression 
zone o f Taz lău and Caşi n va lleys, the high 
gates are prevailing, in the Oituz r iver 
va ll ev the low ont>, , , irhn11r " r oo f , urc 

the mosr numerous. 
T here is a village in this district where 

the art of gates building and genera ll y 
the wooden art has noe only reached the 
highest levei , but alsa the number of art 
works is the greatest. [ named the village 
of Berzunţ , a large settlement scattered 
along many ki lo meters, in numerous ham
lets spread in the va lley of the mass ivc 
bearing the same name, hav ing as main 
centre a beautiful church, forme rl y [1 

monastery. Entering the vi llage the tra
velle r is taken aback when see ing the 
rows of lofty oaken gates, ome of them 
new st ill , showing rheir ye llowish-brown-

F ig. JO. - Saddled ho rse image cut o n the wings 

of a gate - Prelu ci village (Photo Pau l Petresc u) 
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Fig. 11. - W ood ca rved balu st rade - Caşi n valley 

(Ph o to Paul Petrescu) 

Fig. 12. - W ooden ho use 
pillar - Pre lu ci vill age 
(Pho to Paul Petrescu) 211 
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ish wood , covert with finical notches. 
Every gate consists of three pillars four 
meters high , out of which a meter is shoved 
into the ground , jo ined by a horizontal 
beam fi ve to s ix meters long, supporting 
a roof o f four whole hip roofs of shingles . 
The prospect of Berzunţ streets ad o rned 
w ith those big sculptural "objects" reminds 
the custo mary one in Maramureş, with 
the d ifference that here the houses are 
not vis ible near the 1 ine of the street as 
chey are chere, but are retired towards 
the back o f the ya rd , looking towards 
the street by the ir longer side, that is 
being parallel to it, and no t perpendicular 
like in Maramureş . 

One can eas ily reconstitute the histo ry 
o f the gates from Berzunţ , representat1ve 
for central Moldavia , as it still exists 
today all their "generations" which suc
ceeded , it is right, very rapidly in a few 
decades. It also undoubtedly exists the 
ver y ancient generation of low rudimen
tary gates, of the sort of those found on 
the entire Romanian territory, that is 

Fig. 13. - W ooden casing o f a draw we ll -
Brătoaia village (Ph o to Pau 1 Petrescu) 

two pillars to which a knitted twing 
hurdle is attached . Bur our history of 
Berzunţ and implicitly Bacău gates will 
leave aside this archaic undifferentiated 
witness and will only dwell on the lofty 
gates, with technical and artistic indivi
duality, that is on lofty gates. "The first 
generation" is that of simple lofty gates, 
consisting of three oaken trunks, cut in 
four edges, joined on the top by an hori
zontal beam supporting the roof. This 
is the common structure of Roman.ian 
lofty gates and naturally of those from 
Moldavia including the Berzunţ ones. 
We must say that the history of gate 
" generations" is founded mainly on the 
differentiation of the decoration. The 
oldest generation presented itself under 
the form of oaken trunks lacking almost 
all decoration, unless we take into consi
deration certain fashioning of their sil
houettes. A second generation consists of 
gates in which there appear in a geometric 
ornamental context, similar to that of 
the first generation (X forms and hori
zontal bracelets), different symbolic moti
ves among which we have noted - on 
a gate in Helegiu village thi s time - the 
circle and the solar rosette , anthropo
morphous image of sun , the fish , the hand. 
The inscriptions containing the name of the 
owner and the year of building are never 
failing. The gate in Helegiu is dated 1930. 
lt could lead us to dating the first gener
ation of Bacău lofty gates about 1880. 
This second generation is richly represented 
in Caşin valley too, where we have also 
noted numerous presences of the symbolic 
images, among which the most frequent 
is the tree of life in its autochthonous 
Romanian form , the fir-tree, combined 
with the motive of the flower bowl, of a 
long form, and with the solar rosette. The 
image of the bird appears more seldom, es
pecially as a heraldic eagle with open 
wings, with powerful beak and claws. 
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Fig. 14 . - Draw well - Berz unţ ,·i ll age (Photo 
Pau l Petrescu) 

A relativel y new constructive element in 
the Bacău county appears in the second 
generation of Bacău gates, namely between 
the nearest two pillars of the gate , forming 
the I ittle gate for people, a transversal beam 
placed at the hight of a man , I imiting more 
rigorously the entrance for people. Some 
various ornamental combinations are con
nected with the introduction of thi s short 
beam, as sometimes this beam is completed 
with buttresses leading to the formation 
of an archway, while at other times the space 
above this beam is filled with fretworked 
boards, giving a new decorative field. The 
thîrd generatîon of Bacău gates, dated 
about the last twenty-five year , repre
sents the richest stage as decoration, the 
pil lars becoming covert on their entire 
surface with notches forming a sumptu
ous ornamentation. But the decoration of 
this third gate generation is differentiated 
in two big families, one of them of an 
exclusively geometric style, the other con
taining the notable appearance of vegeta l 
and animal motives beside the symbolic 
ones. Naturally we shall also find so me gates 
with transitory decoration we could say, 
amidst the two big familie , where thegeo
metric decoration combines some way or 
other with the phyto- and zoomorph one. 
The first family, geometric, i represented 
by remarkable big and small gates, very 
beautifully sculptured with a finica! de
coration of great regularity. We recorded 
such gate in Berzunţ, but in farther 
villages too , for instance at Dărmăneşti, 
where we find one of those currents of 
fashion we mentioned somewhere above. 
The carvers and sculptors în wood of 
Berzunţ have asserted themselves during 
the last three decades a the best known 
and endowed builders not only of gates 
but of wells too and, in the last rime, of 

Fig. 15 . - Decail from the same draw well -
Berzu nţ village (Photo Pau l Petrescu) 213 
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wich sto ne pillars 

Caşin va lley (Photu 

Paul Pet rescu) 

Fig. 17. ·ate 

with fe rro-con c1ete 

pili a rs Berz.mt 

valley (Phoro P,ul 

Petrescu) 
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Fig. I 8. - Deta ii fro m a fe r ro-co ncrere p ili ar 

Să ndul e ni vill age (Ph oto Pau l Petrescu) 

road shelters for the passenge rs o n bus 
drives; in the west part o f Bacău county 
you can see numero us wo rk s of thi s rea l 
school for peasant sculpture, turnee! to 
acco unt - it îs the truth - by the kno w
ledge anJ talent o f the profess io nal scu l
ptor Huţanu , a teacher a t the school fo r 
po pular art în Bacău , who achîeved togc iher 
with hî s pupils the wood d eco rarî c n o f 
numerous commercial units în thc town. 
Maybe the expansion o f Ber:unţ type 
o f gates îs al so d ue to the facr that the 
masters are supplying the îr custo mers wi th 
the wood en materi al, as they are li ving 
very nea r the forests and wo rkîng au to
no mo usly , which expla îns the cho îce o f 
the îr clients. The geo metric style o f the 
Be rzunţ gates îs rigo rous, traced with tlw 
square, ca rved with good chisel s, cove ring 
the who le surface o f the pillars with the 
class ica l ca rving pract ised some decades 
ago and alsa în the art and voca tio nal 
chools as well as at the classes fo r manual 

tra ining în the econd ar y schools and con
s isti_ng o f triangular ca rvings in scri bed în 
sq uares . The big d rawings resulted by ad 
jo ining hund red s and tho usand s o f such 
squares, X-es, rho mbs , trî angles. The small 
ga te is arching în accolades of d iffe rent 
o penings, în large archw.i.ys in full centre. 
A symbo lic imal;es we o ften find the cross 
and bunch o f grapes, tra ited geo metrica lly. 
The wings o f the gates are alsa cu t some
times in vast q uas i-circular surfaces and are 
bo und with îron ra il s, iron be ing generally 
an impo rtant appendage în the new ga tes. 
Roofs are very carefully wo rked , the big 
horizontal beam is hidden by roo fboarding, 
with fretted fa sc ia boa rd s anJ the fa ur 
who le hips of the shingle roo f end ing 
with decorative wood en bird s (c îocî.rl ani). 
The yellow colo ur o f oa ken wooJ s ignîfi es 
the recent constructio n o f those ga tes. The 

Fig. 19. - W oode n fe nce w ith beto n fo u ndat io n 

a nd pilla rs ă ndul e ni vill age (Ph oco Paul 

Petrescu) 215 
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Fig. 20. - Prefabri cated beton wall with « Modern 
Style » decoration - Caşin va lley (Photo Paul 
Petrescu) 

second family is more intricate in deco
ration, the animal and floral motives adjoin
ing is macle in various proportions. The 
analysis of all these proportions could 
naturally interest in a study of iconographic 
analysis · and aesthetical preferences or of 
reasoning the psychology of taste, but here 
we only confine ourselves to note the 
very regular presence in the last produc
tions of the Berzunţ school of certain 
figurative motives reproduced almost iden
tically in many exemplairies, showing an 
obligatory imagistic stereotype for the exe
cutant as well as for the beneficiary. The 
mechanism of these rural fashion propa
gation, as well as that of stereotypes fixa
tion would constitute an extremely interest
ing material of concrete study for aes
theticians and psycho-sociologists in popu
lar art, with wide echoes and transposi
ble results in the psycho-sociology of artis
tic taste in modern society. The oak-tree 
leaf, the fir-tree , the bear, the mountain 
în the form of a triangle dotted inside, 
there is an order (from top to bottom, 
almost irrefragable) of the figurative deco
ration on the new gates pillars of Berzunţ, 
the whole framed as 1n a long cartou he 
enclosed in sculptured triangles, either in 
a " rope". The solar rosette îs not lacking 
at the base of che cartouche, and above 
the archway of the small gate the cross is 
framed in a strange image of the Hebrew 
seven arms chandelier (the menora), the 
cross being the centra l element. 

There is in Berzunţ a gate which can be 
framed neither in the family of "geome
trica!" gates. nor in that of the "figura
tive" ones (considered as decoratîon), 
making a singular and aston ishing excep
tion so much more alluring for the fixa
tion of the problem of motives circula-

Fig. 21. - The stone frame of th e door from the 

Caşin chu rch - Caşin valley (Ph oto Paul Petrescu) 

5501 Rev. Rom . Ist . Artei f. 155 Gudy 
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tion and of styles travelling from west to 
east in wages differing by centuries. It 
is Nechifor Vasile's gate, worked by him
se lf, a master of great talent and much 
skill, although learned nowhere as it 
seems, a gate macle in 1961. lt could be 
placed in a sort of peasant baroque, ap
pearing in the second half of the 20th 
century in far away regions , below Mol
davia mountains. Sculptured very care
fully in a meplat technique, the gate is 
covered with vegetal motives sometimes 
classic-like, some others baroque-like, in 
a syncretic agglomeration of a great charm 
by the mive utilisation of certain famous 
themes as that of the ancient Kantharos 
in the vision of the 18th century Europe. 
I noted on an other occasion the work of 
this master, illustrating it just by this mo
tive of the Kantharos on another gate 
pillar, which we do not know where it 
can be found at present. The way this 
gate is looking, entirely poiychrompus, 
it can make also a reflex in the peasant 
world of the "Nouveau Style" art of 
about 1900, with classical vegetal motives 
finely drawn but complicated with volutes. 
ln this decoration of cultivated origin we 
also find some echoes of the traditional 
one, linked to ancient myths and faiths, 
among them the solar rosette, animal horns 
stylishly rendered, as well as images rea
listically treated as that of the stag, the 
whole melted in a vast decorative ensemble 
which is suited to the most thrilling stu
dies on the relationships between culti
vated and popular art, as they are reflect
ing themselves in a s imple village gate 
of Bacău. This gate would undoubtedly 
qeserve stand ing in lJ pqpular European art 
museum not only because the mastership it 
was worked with but also because of the 
extraordinary interest of the problems it 
implies , as a true summary of the so varied 
history of European art. 

The zone of expansion of Berzunţ gate 
ends at the mouths of Caşin and Oituz 
valleys, another powerful forest basin whe
re the production proper to the natives 

is felt lt is clear that in these cases also 
we are in front of certain currents pro
pagating fashion at a given moment, fashion 
which naturally evolves as against the 
economic possibilities and the changes of 
the rural population taste , jn contact with 
the visual information more and mo re spre
ad by publications and lately by television. 
The specific note in matters of fashion 
of the gates in these two valleys is given by 
the massive presence of the low gate types, 
an almost exclusive presence in the Oituz 
valley and prevailing numerically in the 
Caşin valley. In this last one wc can still 
find )ofţy gates from a not very faraway 
past, while in Oituz valley lofty gates are 
~ rare occurrence. A question is if lofty 
gates were not man\r in the Oituz valley 
even in the past or if their disappearance 
is the resuit of a still more rapid process. 
In the evolution of low gates, consisting of 
two or three pillars, we can have a chro
nological series. The oldest low pillars had a 
simple decoration representing most often 
a tree of life very strongly stylized, con-

Fig. 22. - Jewish 
funeral stele from 
I 888 - Bacău town 
(Photo Pau l Petrescu) 
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s1stmg of a vertical rod as high as the 
gate pillar (about 2 m), with lateral boughs, 
representing the fir-tree. Sometimes the 
fir is planted in a bowl. Ali amounts to 
a very simple drawing, consisting of lines 
not very deeply cut in the oaken wood. 
The low pillars seem to be somehow 
newer; they are ornated with two or three 
rosettes with six rays each enclosed in a 
circle and surrounded by semicircles of 
slightly sculptured grooves. In the course 
of time these geometrica! rosettes change 
into flower coralia with six petals too, 
which integrate into a completely different 
decoration, showing the same classic-like 

and baroque echoes totalizing into a 
1900 vision. ln this decoration of evident 
stylistic urban resonance appear girdles 
replacing the old peasant "rope", ending 
with immense drapery tassels, hearts, pal
mettes, transformed but rigorously drawn. 
The top extremities of the pillars end either 
by sharp fur caps usually ornamented 
with an upright heart, or by some discs 
bearing rosettes carved on their face. The 
decoration of the newest generation of 
low pillars, the third generation, is of 
a more intricate making and of a more 
complex origin as it often does not repre
sent any more an evolution of the deco
r:itinn nf ,vnndc-n rill:irc, hut tlrnt nf thc 

stane ones continued on those in cement. 
The problem hecomes still more complicat
ed as from the cement pillars this decora
tion goes back modified on the wooden 
pillars. giving in this way a circulation in 
a reverse direction, from new materials 
to the olJ ones. \\/ e shall speak about 
this new decoration when we effectively 
pass to the stane decoration and its modern 
substitute, the cement. 

ln an other valley, that of superior Tro
tuş, we find another current of fashion 
for gates which has spread along some villa
ges, with its irradiation centre the village 
of Preluci, as it seems. ln their structure 
the gates here are alsa lofty, belonging 
to the mast simple category as for their 
construction: three vertical pillars and an 

horizontal beam, without any roof bord
ing at the roof in faur whole hips and 
without a board filling above the small 
gate. But they are noticeable by the notches 
full of fantasy on the superior sides of 
the wings, this part of the gate showing 
the likings of the natives and the aesthe
tical habits of the masters. Narnely these 
\\-ings are cut either in the form of huge 
circles frarned by smaller ones and sorneti
mes looking from far like an anthropo
rnorphical silhouette, or in the form of a 
saddle back, with strong protruding head 
and saddle. 

As one can see the peasant gate has in 
the Bacău county a particular specific 
weight in the total configuration of the 
village, as well as of the local architecture. 
lt is a big sculptural object, ornated by 
a complex decoration of notches and fret
works, which constitutes at the same time 
the mark of preferences structured by val
leys and villages as veritable currents of 
aesthetical views, materiali:ed in achi
evements which are making up "foshions". 
These ones have their own life, coming 
into being, spreading and then dying away 
following laws whose establishing can be 
understood just through these phenomena 
of contemporary popular art, as they are 
,,ffcring ,1 1·id1 n1<1tc1·i,d fu,· .,tuJ} ,,~ wc:11 I•~ 

their frequency, as by their recording ros
sibilities, to he comrared with the con
ditions of an exreriment, of a social 
la bora tory. 

Gates are the main architectural ohjects 
in Bacău ccunty decorated with wooden 
notches and carvings, a decorative srecies 
less present at the houses there. At thc 
oldest houses we have recorded that the 
wooden carved decoration was wholy lack
ing. Amang the houses of a middle agc 
adorned by such decoration there is one 
whose veranda pillars are of remarkahle 
beauty. Consisting of a succession of geo
metrica] volumes in which the cuhes are 
alternating with prolonged octahedrons, the 
pillars of Preluci resemble strikingly to 
the volumes of Brancuşi's Infinite Column. 
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It constitutes an additional argument in 

favour nat of Brancuşi's imitation of Roma

n ian peasant pillars, but of the identity 

of decorative-spatia! vision of the cele

brated artist from Gorj county with that of 

the modest master from the Trotuş valley, 

on the unitary background of the Roman ian 

popular art spirit. In this valley especially 

the carved house pillars, even at some newer 

samples, are of a notable variety. ln the 

hilly :one, in river Zeletin valley, I could 

register the existence of a fashion current 

for veranda pillars. At very numerous 

houses a type of pillar appears which 

could be called winding, were it nat cut in 

faur edges, which gives a rather :igzag line. 

lt can be alsa said that the relief of these 

pillars which seem carved is obtained in 

fact by sawing, by often changing the 

angle of the saw. The same as the illusion 

of sculpture results from the sawing tech

nics, a reverse one is obtaineJ by finically 

carving some elements of the railing which 

are giving together the impression of fret

work, a pre-eminently saw technics. That 

is the case of a railing anJ of a fence anJ 
a gate in Caşin valley, unique of its kinJ 

in the new rural architecture, ama:ing by 

the patience anJ time invested in ir. Tens 

of planks, none resembling to another, 
arc carvcJ in thc form of a trec of life 
thrust into a flower vase. The planks are 

fretted in such a manner that the gaps 

are bigger than the full spaces, being insert

ed with thin, rounJ balusters. ShielJeJ 

by shingle nverhanging ea\·es, painted grecn, 

these strange appearances of fretted car

vings either of can·eJ fretworks make cer

tainly something rather rare in the tielJ 

of architectonic decoration, the difficulty 

of the technical execution inhibiting even

tual imitative propensities, in spite of the 

surprising effect of the work. 

Proper fretwork, sawed planks have a great 

part in the Moldavian rural architecture, 

especially in the recent one and is in fact 

the main and more frequent manifesta

tion in wooden art. Present at fascia boards, 

at railings, house pillars, stables decorative 

panels, on fences anJ gates these fret

works make the general contemrorary deco

ration in the Romanian ropular archi

tecture, though it seems that its flowering 

timc situatcd betw::en the years 19JO -
1950 has hegun to fade aw 1y in certain 

:on'.:s, the nc.w aspect of the mast recent 

layer of the peasant house using Lither 

the coloureJ Jecoraticn of masonry. The 

future gradual dis:1rpe..1r,1nce of fretwork 

will be determined nor only by the more 

rational utilisaticn of wood, but dso 1-y 
the obvious limitation of veranda rrcsence. 

But at present, for Bacău county, the frct

work still remains an clement of ftrst 

range in the decorative diversiticaticn cf 

the peasant home ,md its various dcpcn

dencies. By the great variety of its deco

rative motives, by its diverse location ,-nJ 

by tl'.e colouring it can adopt it contribuks 

at defining surround ings specific to the 

Bacău region vilkge. 
Among the objects of "surrounding 

architecture" w:: have menticn:J in thc 

beginning are alsa the draw-w :11s. They 

have in the world of the Romanian village 

a significant aesthetical presence, cither 

the nostalgic well sweeg of the plain zones, 

the reculiar "horse well" from Oltcni.i, 

or the vast category of the wells with a 
roii, a wheel, with stone or wooden casing 

and pyramidal or conic roofs. ln central 
Moldavia we can meet almost all these 

categories of Jraw-wells but we find, like 

in other Molda\'ian regions, certain rare 

samples of archaic wells and especially 

only in Bacău county wdls with carveJ 

sweegs, unique of their kind in the Roma
nian porular art. The case looks so much 

more interesting as it is a work of a very 

recent date. But Ier see first the princiral 

categories of draw-wells of artistic quali

ties in the zones we have investigated. 

In the hilly zone, in the valleys 8f the 

rivers Berheciu and Zeletin, we went across 

some of the mast beaut iful pieces of true 

surrounding architecture of the archaic 

layer of the Romanian wooden civilization. 

Certain of the sweeg wells in these places 219 
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had their casing macle of a single huge 
riece of a tree trunk dug in its middle. 
The dimensions of the tree, the relief of 
the fibres become old by the passing of the 
time, maybe the lonely place near a dale 
and a wooden bridge where I saw one 
of these old draw-wells, all this was tel
ling about by-gone ages of the history of 
the people of the Romanian soii, people 
who have known to find and how to use 
objects almost "picked up" from nature, 
bestowing them by their slight intervention 
with an axe, heavy instrument of processing, 
aesthetical virtues when considered as such 
by the people of the 20th century. If 
these well cases presented themselves in 
their quasi-natural state, some other sweeg 
wells în the western part of the county, 
I mean exactly at Berzunţ, were showing 
a profound intervention of man and aes
thetical intentions clearly asserted. In that 
village, at the bottom of a small deep 
valley I could behold two well sweegs, 
the like of which I had seen nowhere în 
Romania. The shaft of one of them was 
masterly carved, leaving knots in relief and 
was covered with geometrica! motives. 
alikc în all Romanian woodcn art. Neither 
the solar rosette, nor the flower in a vase 
werc lacking, framing the X-es and trian
gles ar an adequare scale. lt was looking 

gigantic as compared to those on the distaff 
for instance. The other shaft, wdl chosen 
from a stout tree trunk, wds also using the 

knots of the former branches but in a 
very different and unwonted manner for 
the popular Romanian art, that îs to say 
one of the knots had been reali:ed by 

the carving master as a little funny nose of 
an immense face of an old man, bearing 
a fur-cap, a bcard and moustaches, whose 
form was wholly coming out of the weli 
sweeg when looked at from far. Both 
these wdl sweegs with the troughs also 
carved în a tree trunk together with the 
well cases were making an image full of 
unexpected, intensified especially by the 
giant image of the old man staring at the 
world like one of the near wood crea-

tures, cought and taken amidst the human. 
Who had macle them? Based on what 
traditions? Such a tradition exists not and 
he who carved it îs a native, Emil Hamrău, 
head manager of the cultural club and 
graduate of the class of Ber:unţ of the 
popular art school from Bacău. A young 
man, full of imagination who has put his 
talent in this beginning of tradition, as 
his work is invested in creating an object 
still existing în his rural world, is fated to 

a not very far destiny, as wood well sweegs 
cannot hope for a long future. And so 
ancient traditions of wooden art are chang
ing and taking a new life or they disappear, 
leaving the place to other forms. Some
times wood gives up the place to stane 
which alsa has an apart history în the 
regions of central Moldavia, as we shall 
see below. 

Stane sculpwre. Stone processing has a 
bivalent position în the ensemble of plastic 
popular creation in these regions: on the 
one hand it presents traditional features 
of an old age, alike în other parts of the 
Romanian soii - an aspect less investi
gated till now, because the idea that 
stone processing Wds less rerresentativc 
for Romanian art WdS wrongly prevailing. 
C)n thc uthcr l1c111J it luuk~ "~ "ncw clc111c11t, 

we could say a modern one, in the popular 
art, a circumstance more seldom found, 
on thc contrary. in other different ethno
graphical regions and :ones of our country. 
Our brief presentation will begin just by 
this second aspect of a new, contemporary 
thing, as it is continuing -- evidently under 
different forms - wooden pieces of "sur
rounding sculpture" as gates, f. nces anJ 
Bacău draw-wells. 

I was saymg when writing about woodcn 
art that in the succession of Bacău wooden 
gates generations one can forebode their 
end. The end I Wds alluding to is repre, 
sented just by this new element, the 
gate with stane pillars. Considered from 
the raw material point of view, it marks 
naturally a breach showing the passing from 
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wood to stone. Rut from the point of 

view of the evolution of taste, of the for

mation of fashion currents process, they 

only constitute another moment, in ke

eping with the development of the entire 

way of life of the rural population at 

present. The representative character of 

peasant g:ites framed in the horizon of 

social prestige affirmation, is maintained, 

only its modality of expression bound to a 

special material is changing. But we sha)l 

see that the Bacău peasant gates with stane 

pillars have only meant a "moment" in 

the succession of Bacău peasant gates gene

rations, as already at present one can loom 

their end tao, the last generation of gates 

bearing a concern for beauty being the gates 

with reinforced concrete pillars. Cement, 

an industrial subproduct of stane îs on 

the way of replacing stane as well as wood, 

where it is still employed - and is ar

pearing in Bacău county placed in an un

wonted for it apparel of new porular art. 

Just in this swift succession of materials, 

displayed in an interval of three faur 

decades, implying the brief existence of 

stane pillars, caught hetween the archaic 

wood and ultra-modern concrete - is the 
modernity of the process of formation 

of taste in the contemporary popular crea
tion în general and specîally în the lîmîted 
field of peasant gates. 

Stane pillars at the gates are significanth· 

found în the same :ones where wooden 

gates developed în the past, mast samples 

beîng seen în Caşin and Oitu: ,·alleys. 

ln Caşin ,·alley the stane pillars form !oft 

monumental g-ltes, sheltered under tile 

roofs. The decoration of such gates consists 

in the pillars themselves, shaped in power

ful volumes, with a profile specific to 

stane processing, and in the sculpture of 

motives of a bookish inspiration but fol

lowing the s:1me specific materialized in prc

fering curve lines, volutes, accolades. The 

rosette is alsa present, nat rigorously 

geometric like in the wooden gates, but 

of a somehow vegetal making reminding 

rather a coralia of a stylized flower. lt 

is worthwhile mentioning that beside the 

decoration sculptured in stane these gates 

have a richly fretted decoration applied 

as well on the wooden wings of the gate 

as on the fascia boards of the eaves 

of the small tile saddle roof - all exu

berantly treated. Fretwork keeps up its 

favourite place above the small gate, in the 

space formed by the short transversal beam, 

often shaped in accolade. This time the 

beam is alsa in stane, imitating the stane 

linte! of the churches from the zone (v. 

the peasant church in Caşin). The gate 

wings are often veneered with carved planks 

forming rhombs, squares, rectangles in an 

expensive decoration. Finally, these new 

gates in which stane and tile have replaced 

wood and shingle have alsa elements of de

corative ironware as well as paint colouring 

the wood of the fretwork. You can see 

then how many new elements appear in the 

peasant gates whose sumptuous aspect in a 

"baroque" spirit contrasts with the traditio

nal decoration of the "classical" in making 

wooden gates. Such new gates appear mosc 

often in new households forming coherent 

ensembles prooving a conscious concern 

of building complete units as architectonic 

decoration, from the house to the stables, 

from the gates and fences to the wells. 
fiec;rnse even the fences have stone pillars, 
low~r indeed than those of the gates, 

pillars supporting the fence proper macle 

of broad planks. carefully cut and co,·e

red with a small roof resembling to eaves 

in a pent roof, inclined towards the street. 
In Oitu: valley, the stane pillars follow 

the pre-existing model of the wooden 

ones, low and sometimes forming only 

the small gate. The low stane pillars arc 

treated as monumental pieces in themselves, 

carved in parallelipiped shape ending hy 

a pyramidal roof towered by a sphcre, 

either by complex forms reminding of 

baroque models, with double volutes in 

every corner of the pyramid trunk. These 

pillars have a sculptured decoration con

sisting of flowers, bunches of grapes, little 

bells, everything treated in a naturalistic 221 
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manner, or theatrical thick cords ending 
in huge tassels. More and more often 
the sculptured decoration of the newest 
stane pillars is painted, three or faur violent 
colours giving a strange impression of 
artifi.ciality. The great number of the gates 
with low stane pillars in Oituz valley, as 
well as the lofty ones which are more 
and more gaining ground in Caşin valley, 
illustrate again the certain existence of 
"fashion" currents whose spreading me
chanism and irradiation centres could 
make an interesting material of study for 
a sociology of rural taste, as well for a 
sociology of the idea of beauty in the samc 
medium, that is in all for a sociology of 
the contemporary popular art. Still more, 
the great number of gates could alsa indicate 
a statistic stud y of this rich material, helpful 
for the integration of its results into a mo
dern conception of in 1 erpretation of the po
pular artistic phenomenon, either appealing 
to the structuralist method, or resorting 
to the proceedings of the semiotic research. 
Maybe a near future will see appearing 
such a study of popular art, a study to 
be by its methodological features as modern 
as are these appearances in the Romanian 
rural medium. \X'e say "rural" and not 
"peasant" because we are in :ones of Cen
tral Moldavia where the proximit,· of 
great industrial centres gave birth to new 
urban settlements -- the town Gh. Gheor
ghiu-Dej-Oneşti -- whose relationshir 
with the hinterland exceeds the srhere 
of "influence", so many of the industrial 
workers living in this hinterland which 
will linie hy little consist no longer 
of "villages", but of "resident:al reri
urban agglomerations". The mechanism 
of decorative fashions spreading has then 
to be investigated with a new methodo
logy, overtaking the tradition of incursions 
into the popular art history, as much 
in ampleness and complexity of the phe
nomena, as in the quickness and transfor
mation rhythm. 

These new gates are cast in reinforced 
bronze with fmicaly polished surfaces, 

sometimes covered with silvery bron:e. On 
these surfaces are applied cement reliefs 
macle by means of negative moulds carved 
in oaken wood. The almost omnipresent 
motive is the bird flying over a bunch of 
grapes, derived from the vcry ancient motive 
of the bird pecking from the miraculous 
fruit of the trec of life. Naturally a more 
attentive ,md of longstanding study on the 
sources of inspiration connected with thc 
appearance of this ornamental archetype 
in the production of the Bacău masters 
of cement gates would be of the greatest 
interest. Even the moulds carved in oaken 
wood with a great perfection of execu
tion are worthwhile of attention, as 
they undoubtedly show the intervention 
of someone who has seriously learned thc 
trade and possesses at all some knowledge 
got from richly illustrated manuals. Ano
ther motive is the stork nest huilt on 
a trunk of tree cut at the levei where 
the crown of branches begins, a snake 
being wrapped round the trunk and striv
ing for the stork younglings. This motive 
was in great vogue in the neo-classicism 
epoch and could come to the T rotuş 
valley villages only by hookish way. The 
classical vase of the rype Kantharos is not 
missing either, with a long career in the 
universal nrnamt'ntatinn. --rartins frnm Hcl
lenic antiquity, intensely circulating in 
\Vestern Europe at Renaissance and then at 
the period of neo-classicism, to aprear later 
on, in the 19th century, on ,·arious wo,·en 
or carved ohjects, in the Roman ian popu
lar art and, a fact not lacking importance 
for the i-. iolda,·ian territory, on the Jewish 
funerary stones, mostly worked by Roma
nian c.1n·ers. ln connection with certain 
of these motives it is to he mentioned 
the fact that often it occurs a circulation 
in a reverse sense, one could say, that is 
they are passing from concrete gates on 
stane and even on wooden ones; on the 
new ones these motives come across, for 
instance, with the five armed chandelier 
taken up from a grave srone, on the fron
tispice of a peasant oaken wood gate. 
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I mentîoned that just în order to under

lîne the complexîty of the problem as 

there îs no more the matter of a linear 

circulation, in a single direction, hut in 

fact of irradiation în multiple directions 

and coming back on ways mounting up 

towards objects which at the scale of time 

should stay at the origin of art currents, 

towards the wooden gates in our case. 

But it must be noted that beside the 

decoration of neo-classical inspiration hut 

melted in a sort of ornamentation more 

bound wîth the Modern Style, that is 

with the 1900 art, the decoration of 

geometrica! tradition alsa appears though 

treated in modern forms, without heing 

hound with the traditional ones. On the 

concrete pillars of a gate and on those sup

porting a plank fence, I could see at Săndu

leni a decoration made of concentric cros
sing circles, ohtained this time hy means 

of a cast iron mould. \X'e find ourselves 

in full epoch of industrial materials and 

tools manipulation used in the decoration 

of the popular architecture. On the other 

hand I could obsen·e, in the same village, 

on the sode of the fence some pentagonal 

motives with an inscriheJ circle, strikingly 
resemhling, at least as atmosphere, to 

Brâncuşi decoration on the K1.1, Qarr 
( rom Tirgu-J iu. 

The penetration of a new element, în 

our case the gate, attracts, out of the same 

propensity to coherence anJ unity, the 

appearance of other elements of the same 
sort, as in our case the fences. Nowhere 

like în the county of Badu did I see fences 

built of enormous prefabricated concrete 

plates (about 2 m long hy 1.30 m high) with 

application of complex ornamental moti

ves of the same 1900 art, with large acco

lades ending în volutes having a rhomh 

for a central medallion, with rising suns 

of the purest 1900 style în the inferior corn

ers, :rnJ hunches of grapes and vine 

leaves in the superior ones. The impres

sion caused by such a parapet fit for a 

fortification decorated with "suave" mo

tives in concrete was more than strange, 

ît was disconcerting. It was leading the 

imagination towards any future possible 

evolution of what we are still calling "po

pular art" but with a content and technîcal 

proceedings completely changed. There

fore it asks for another way of tackling. 

The way of popular art from wood to 

stane and from stane to concrete is nat 

limited but to gates and fences. As a whole 

the same evolutive line can be observed 

in house buîldîng as well, the archaic wood

en bases are replaced since a certaîn tîme 

by stane and at present mostly by concrete 

socles. W e want to point aut for the Bacău 

county a zone (the river Slănic valley) where 

the socles in scabbled stone are partîcu

larly heautiful by the carefulness the paral

lelipipedic hlocks are sculptureJ. 

The same way wood-stone-concrete can 

be found out at another category of "sur

rounding sculpture" as we have called it, 

at wells. The archaic well cases made aut 

of a piece of oak tree trunk have been 

replaced in the course of time by well 

cases carved in stone and at present con

crete tuhes are of general spreading. But 

the same as for the wooden wells, worked 

hy the masters of Berzunţ, at which the 

~lecorative note is powerful anJ of a re

cent date, clear tenJencies of adornment 
in modern style are appearing at the con

crete wells too. \X' e came across a well 

in Caşin valley, sheltered under a pyra
midal roof of iron sheet supported in its 

corners by faur concrete pillars cast 
- surprinsingly - in the octahedral vo

lumes of Brâncuşi's Infinite Column. From 

far these volumes looked pure like those 

of the celebrated column, but from clase 

by one could see a strange plating of the 

popular decorative spirit on the Brâncuşi's 

octahedrons: each face of the volumes 

was adorned with reliefs of concrete appl

ied hy means of the same negative wood

en moulds, the decoration consisting 

of gracious floral elements. 

In all these transformations, accentuated 

as rhythm in the last decade, we can easily 

discern, as we have said before, the for- 223 
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mation and spreading of fashion currents 
by valley and groups of villages, in direct 
or less direct contact with the urban and 
industrial centres and with the main chan
nel of communication. But we cannot ig
nore the existence of a certain traditional 
context in stane sculpture matter, which 
macle an apperceptive context, important 
for the modern development of the taste 
for decorative systems resembling to 
those we have presented shortly in the 
field of stane and concrete works. lt is 
about the first aspect of stane processing 
an the territory of Bacău county, we have 
mentioned at the beginning of this article. 
lt bears very old traditional features prov
ing when reported to the present develop
ment of the stane trade, the existence of 
a continuity of the skill in stane carving 
and sculpturing, even if the field of appli
cation of this skill is different now. At 
any rate we cannot pass over without 
mentioning that just in the stane processing 
and decorative modelling of concrete are 
recording the mast frequent successes, 
we find impressive medieval monuments 
in which stane is wonderfully sculptured. 
We mention among these monuments the 
church of the former Caşin monastery, 
with splendid window frames, with vaults 
ornurnenteJ with l:,lock_. ~.cul(-'turcJ with 

vegetal rosettes, with stone girdles sump
tuously decorated; the same about the 
church of the former Ber:unt monastery 
as well as about the famous foundation 
of Ştefan the Greât of Bor:eşti. The mas
tership of the stane cutters who worked 
at the princely foundations passed to those 
who have worked latţr an at more modest 
buildings, as for instan~e the church of 
Caşin village, but which are showing the 
same high skill in sculpturing the stane 
framing of doors and windows. The pre
vailing floral decoration of these monu
ments is found, in a different register and 
with a different skill, an the stane and con
crete elerhents of the gates, fences and wells 
in the villages from the Western parts of 
Bacău county, making the modern scuip-

tura! environment of these rural settle
ments. W e note then on the one hand an 
evident eff!orescence of certain modern 
modalities of stane and concrete pro
cessing, but on the other one we alsa find 
the connection with a very ancient fund 
of stane sculpture. 

W e should like to mention an other 
aspect of stane sculpture, never considered 
umil now, but which seems important 
for the territary of Bacău county, part 
of the so-called Moldavian central pla
teau, where the artistic procession of stane 
manifested brilliantly in decorating a spe
cial category of funerary monuments: the 
steles of Mosaic rite. ln many Moldavian 
tawns and boroughs we came across 
such old cemeteries which are an eloquent 
testimony of the great aptitudes for scuip
ture of the stane cutters of famous cen
tres as those from Scheia-Vaslui for in
stance, who have worked hundreds and 
thousands of funerary steles. ln this way 
we found in Bacău county, even in the 
town of Bacău as well in other towns 
like Moineşti, Tîrgul-Ocna and in smaller 
boroughs like Podul-Turcului and even 
in villages like Live:i, such very beautifully 
worked tombstones. At first sight one could 
think that it is a completely foreign aspect 
For on in,·c.'jtigoth.)n ol .... ,,,1t thc r,,lpUll,,- ltrt 

of these places. Of course the iconography 
of these steles impl ies a ser ies of images 
belonging to a symbolism alien to the 
spirit of aur popular art. Though so much 
more evident appears in certain cases, the 
bound between these images ancl some of 
those used by the popular masters Juring 
the last three-four Jecades. I have already 
reminded the example of the five anped 
chandelier and I cou!J remind the example 
of the Kantharos, the classical vase resem
bling to a chalice with a broad opening 
which are appearing nat only on stc ne or 
concrete gates and fences but even on 
wooden ones, as there is one în Ber:un\, 
whose models seem to be looked for in 
the funerary steles. But the circulation 
of the decorative themes occu1 red in both 
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senses. Only in this way one can explain 

the appearance of certain geometrica! mo

tives - specific to aur popular art - in 

the ornamental programme of such steles, 

especially in their framing. Generally, these 

funerary steles have been an important 

chain loop of transmission of classical 

decorative themes of great circulation, 

as for instance the image of the bird or of 

the bunch of grapes, of the cable mould

ing of different sorts, of the colonettes, 

as well as they have been a field of mani

festation of some images belonging to 

the "naive" sculpture, I could say, like the 

image of the train or of the house, appear

ing unwontedly on the funerary steles 

at the end of the 19th century. A more 

detailed study on tombstones could point 

out the mastership of the Romanian stane 

carvers who were working of course to 

the order of those in charge of wat-. 

ching over the reproducing of certain sym

bolic images hut were introducing their 

own decorative vision and even specific 

ornamental motives, as we have said. The 

passing from a category to another, from 

funerary steles of Mosaic rite to peasant 
tombstones is much more frequent and 

more complex than those above mentioned. 

lt can he seen sometimes in Romanian 
village cemeteries, just în these parts of 
thc Moldavian central plateau, sure tra
ces of decorative contamination, going as 

far as dotting the letters of the Latin alph

abet by signs of the Hebraic one. lt is a 

still unkown chapter of the relationships 

hetween town and village art, considered 

from the angle of aspects completely 

particular but not lacking of importance 

in deciphering the currents of fashion and 

the formation of popular taste, if not of 

taste în general. 
So we are witnessing for a certain time 

in wooden art, stane sculpture, in archi-

tecture, important fields of popular art, 

as well in ceramics or textiles, spectacular 

mutations in the processing of the artistic 

object as much as in its picking up. The 

old models of the traditional popular 

art, fostered in past time by a certain 

manner of understanding heauty and of 

achieving it with materials and by technics 

practised for centuries running, do not 

seem to satisfy any more the aesthetical 

requirements of the popular masses either 

from towns, or from villages. This fun

damental difference of the social medium 

begins to belong to the past. That what 

can still be named nowadays popular art 

cannot he judged any longer hy the critcria 

used at a time not very far from us. That îs 

why the studying of contemporary popular 

art cannot remain any longer at the levei 

of the methods of the past. The creation 

of new methods, of new conceptions, 

a new modern, contemrorary position 

în tackling these themes are required at 
presene, ha,·ing to he forged "on the fly", 

to keep pace with the stream of 

changes. 

ln fact, wc can discern the appearance 
of new real ities in the tiekl of contemporary 

popular aesthetics, to which are parti
cipating the rural world folklore on its way 

of urhani:ation as well as that of urban 
world caught more and more into the gear
ing of the gigantic industrial production. 

Thus în the frame of a more and more 
complex society, popular culture and to

gether with it plastic popular creation forms 
a category always necessary, changing its 

proceedings and forms but keeping at the 

same time its own sphere of aprlication, 

having then a social and psychological jus

tification. The dynamism of the rlastic 

popular creation is only the reflection in 

aesthetical hori:on of contemrorary world 
rhythms. 
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